Stainless Steel BBQ Trolley
Before assembly check contents of pack against the list below
2 Shelf Model
1 x Base shelf
2 x Side shelf assembly
2 x Type A. leg
2 x Type B. leg
4 x Casters
8 x M4 x 16 screw
8 x M4 x 8 spacers
8 x M4 x 12 washer
12 x M6 x 10 washer
12 x M6 x 65 bolt
12 x M6 Nylock nut

1 Shelf Model
1 x Base shelf
1 x Side shelf assembly
2 x Type A. leg
2 x Type B. leg
4 x Casters
4 x M4 x 16 screw
4 x M4 x 8 spacers
4 x M4 x 12 washer
12 x M6 x 10 washer
12 x M6 x 65 bolt
12 x M6 Nylock nut

For assembly you will need.
1 x No.2 pozidrive screwdriver
2 x M10 spanners
1 x M14 spanner
or 2 adjustable spanners
1.

Place BBQ upside down on a clean flat surface (e.g. Empty BBQ
carton or carpet.) And fix the legs to the BBQ frame, using 8 x M6
x 65 bolts and M6 nylock nuts ensuring you have one type A. and
one type B. leg on each side with the threaded holes facing out to
back and front and closest to the BBQ. Do not tighten bolts at
this stage.

2.

Remove protective coating from the ends of the base shelf with the
holes in, with the remaining 4 x M6 x 65 bolts, nylock nuts and
M6 x 12 washers fir the shelf between the legs with the flat side
facing up towards to the BBQ. Tighten all nuts and bolts so the
BBQ, shelf and legs are rigid do not over tighten the bolts as this
will only distort the legs.

3.

Fit the four casters using appropriate spanner.

4.

Turn BBQ and trolley up the right way and hook to side shelf
over the screws in the side of the legs. Using the M4 x 16 screw,
spacer and washer in the same order as the top screws already
fitted screw through the slot in the lower end of the slide shelf into
the leg and tighten fully. Repeat item 4. For other side. You
should now be able to lift the side shelf up and back and swing it
down to make storage easier.

5.

Remove all remaining protective coating from shelves.

